Abstract-Dynamic control of soft robotic manipulators is a challenging field still in its nascent stages. Modeling is still a major hurdle due to its high dimensional nonlinear dynamic properties. Even if accurate models of these high dimensional nonlinear systems are available, the computational burden of the models or sensory requirements poses problems for robust and stable control. This letter addresses these two problems by using a datadriven model that uses only mechanical feedback for stable control of the soft robotic manipulator. Using a learning-based open loop dynamic controller, we investigate the self-stabilizing behavior that can be obtained from the complex dynamics of a soft manipulator. Experimental findings illustrate the advantage of using openloop dynamic controllers for accurate self-stabilizing control of soft robotic manipulators without any sensory feedback.
I. INTRODUCTION

E
XPLOITING the morphological properties of a dynamic system as a control strategy is not an unfamiliar concept for locomotion. Various demonstrations for passive walking [2] , open loop dynamic locomotion [3] , [4] and for energy efficiency [5] have been successful implemented. Similar examples for manipulation tasks are scarce mainly because of the relative ease of controlling traditional manipulation tasks.
With the expanding interests and emergent technologies in soft robotics field, specifically in soft robotic manipulators, the scope of manipulation tasks have expanded to more complicated tasks. Their intrinsic "softness" which makes them inherently safe correspondingly complicates their modelling and control process. However, this is not necessarily a downside as this would lead to a proportional increase in the 'richness' of their internal mechanical feedback. Appropriate examples of this phenomenon would be the universal grippers based on granular jamming [1] and the simple under-actuated grippers made by soft lithography [6] . However, most of these works have been limited to static grasping tasks with minimal control. The authors are with the Soft Robotics laboratory, Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna, Pisa 56127, Italy (e-mail: t.thuruthel@santannapisa.it; egidio.falo tico@santannapisa.it; m.manti@santannapisa.it; cecilia.laschi@santannapisa. it).
Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/ LRA.2018.2797241 This letter is an investigation into the capabilities of a soft manipulator in a dynamic motion task. More specifically we are concerned with the existence of the stable trajectories that can be used for stable open loop control, similar to finding limit cycles in locomotion tasks. Plooij et al. investigated this possibility on a two DoF planar rigid manipulator [7] . Their preliminary results showed that it was possible to obtain stable open loop trajectories for repetitive manipulation tasks. Further they were able to extend the approach to be more robust to model uncertainties in [10] . However, being a model based approach and being heavily sensitive to the dynamic model, it is not directly applicable for soft robotic manipulators. This is because of the difficulties involved with obtaining analytical dynamic models of these systems. More importantly, models that relate the mapping from the actuator space to task space without significant simplifications are still under investigation. Significant works are still restricted to simulations [16] or to planar cases [15] . Our previous work based on a learning based model and trajectory optimization was tested on a single module manipulator [8] . Furthermore, these approaches were validated only in open loop because of the computational complexity of model and the optimization part. Even if computationally tractable models are available, it is not straightforward to obtain reliable state information without affecting the manipulator dynamics and in unstructured environments. Therefore, our aim is to exploit the natural attractor dynamics observed in complex nonlinear systems and study the stability of these mechanically stabilized systems.
Our approach is an extension of the previous work in [8] to a two section manipulator while improving the controller accuracy. An experimental approach is adopted to study the selfstabilizing behavior of some particular trajectories. The region of attraction for each stable trajectory is further estimated using the learned forward dynamic model. This work shows that it is much easier to generate highly stable open loop trajectories with reasonable accuracy to the desired path. Since the manipulator motion does not depend on any sensory feedback, under unobstructed execution, the motion is highly repeatable. Also the stability of the motion is independent from the accuracy of the dynamic model. Such an approach is ideal for repetitive industrial tasks where sensory information is scarce or expensive; for instance when the environment is cluttered. Due to the inherent compliance of the system, perfectly safe interactions between the robot and the user/environment can be performed without compromising on the accuracy.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments are conducted on a two section pneumatically actuated soft manipulator [9] , [14] . The manipulator is cylindrical with each section having three radially arranged pneumatic chambers (see Fig. 1 ). The distal section is kept underactuated. The passive section increases the dynamic workspace considerably yet not much the static workspace. This would allow us to formulate more complex trajectories to execute and also provide a comparison to our previous work on a static controller for the same manipulator. Therefore the setup has only three control inputs. An electronic proportional micro regulator Series K8P pressure regulator is used for the closed loop control of the chamber pressures. The Vicon tracking system is used to track the five markers attached along the manipulator (Fig. 1 ). All the five markers are not necessary for the learning process as will be described later. The manipulator is mounted vertically. This is important to obtain the same manipulator configuration when the manipulator is fully passive.
III. CONTROLLER FORMULATION
In this section we describe the formulation of the model-free controller, which will be used for calculating the open loop control policies. The controller is based on a learned forward dynamic model and a trajectory optimization component. It is based on the author's previous work in [8] , but with minor modifications that allow for more accurate tracking.
A. Forward Model
Since analytical models of the dynamics of a soft robotic manipulator are difficult to frame we have developed an offline learning based approach for obtaining the forward dynamic model. This allows us to formulate a direct mapping from the input space to the task space. Defining the task space variable as, with a dimension related to the number of markers, the forward dynamic mapping can be represented as: (τ, x,ẋ) →ẍ. Where τ are the force inputs. In our case this will be pressure values inside the chambers. The actual values of the pressure values are not accessible as we do not have external sensors for this purpose. Also, even if the actual values are accessible, it is not directly controllable due to the low level pressure regulator. However, since we rely on a data driven method, the actual pressure can be assumed to be directly proportional to the commanded signal (for a constant sampling period). Then the current pressures (P i ) can be written as a function of the previous pressure values (P i−1 ) and the commanded signal (u i ):
This can further be simplified as a function of just u i and u i−1 , since we know the initial pressure values. In our previous work [8] the actual pressure was represented only as a function of the current command signal u i , which significantly affected the accuracy of the forward model. By keeping the time period of the forward model fixed, we can discretize our forward model only in terms of zero-order variables and obtain a new mapping as shown in equation (2) . This helps us in representing the forward model using a recurrent neural network called nonlinear autoregressive network with exogenous inputs (NARX) (Refer to [8] for details on this part).
Here, (x i−1 , x i , x i+1 ) are the absolute position values of the previous, current and future marker states respectively. The samples for training the forward model is obtained by motor babbling for duration of 240 seconds. The samples are collected at 50 Hz, summing to a sample size of 12000. The pneumatic pressures are limited to a relative pressure of 1.08 bars for the sampling. It was observed that information from the last three markers on the manipulator was sufficient to learn a good model of the forward dynamics. Hence a six dimensional task space/configuration space representation was enough to learn the model of the two section manipulator (the three markers are rigidly attached). A higher dimensional representation would surely be required if the distal section is actuated. The workspace tracked by the tip of the manipulator during the sampling process is shown in Fig. 2 .
The learning is done by the Bayesian regularization backpropagation algorithm of MATLAB and an early stopping method is employed. This initial training is required since direct training of the NARX network is high susceptible to the gradient 
B. Trajectory Optimization
To obtain the open loop control policies we use a single shooting method for solving the trajectory optimization problem. It is a common process adopted in cases where closed loop solutions are difficult to formulate analytically or numerically. Given the learned dynamic model, the future states of the system can be predicted with the current control policy:
Where, u i is the current control input, dt is the step size of the dynamic model (20 ms), t f is the control horizon and the function f represents the NARX network. The control policy is given by:
Where M is the number of actuators (three in this case). For dynamic reaching tasks, the objective function tries to reduce the end effector tracking error at the end of the control horizon. Additionally, a term to minimize the control effort is also added. The optimal policy then can be obtained by optimizing the following nonlinear optimization problem:
We use the iterative sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm for solving the optimization problem. In order to reduce the computational time of the optimization problem a dimensionality reduction technique is employed (See [8] for more details). The whole control scheme with the forward model is schematized in Fig. 3 . The obtained optimal control policy, however, works only in open loop and depends on the initial conditions. Therefore, it cannot accommodate modelling errors, external disturbances during execution of the policy or for different initial conditions. Yet, we show numerically that there are closed trajectories that would exhibit highly stable motion.
C. Trajectory Generation
The trajectories for manipulator are formulated based on observations that the dynamics of the soft manipulator have similarities to the dynamics of spherical pendula. Forced oscillation experiments on a spherical pendulum showed that planar harmonic oscillations are highly unstable over a major portion of the resonant peak and nonplanar harmonic motions were observed to be stable in a spectral neighborhood above resonance [11] . Hence, we try to derive the control policies for various planar and nonplanar trajectories (See Table I ). The trajectories are defined only in the XY plane since it is difficult to define the Z coordinates without an analytical model. Therefore the Z coordinates and orientation of the manipulator are free variables. All the trajectories are roughly centered at the manipulator zero position. For deciding the period of the trajectories, a frequency response analysis of the soft manipulator is performed similar to [12] . Being a highly nonlinear system, the frequency response analysis is only performed to decide the angular frequency ω. Using the MATLAB tfestimate function the response of the manipulator to a chirp signal sweeping from 0 to 10 Hz is analyzed using one and two pneumatic chambers (Fig. 4) . The amplitude of oscillation of the input signal varies from 0 to 0.9 bars. The system output is defined as the displacement of the end effector. For the multi actuation case, both the chambers are actuated in the same way making them coupled. For both the cases resonance occurred just below 1 Hz. Higher modes are also observable like in linear systems. The period of the trajectories generated are defined just above this resonance frequency by setting ω to 6.25 rad/sec.
For the optimization problem we do not set any additional constraints that help in stabilizing the trajectory like in [7] . It was not even needed to specify a long control horizon (t f ). For all the given trajectories the control horizon was set at 8 seconds. All the control policies are derived with the manipulator at the zero position. Therefore to obtain a periodic behavior, the distal portion of the control policy was repeated to sustain the periodic motion. The period of this repeating signal is 4 seconds for the Fig. 8 trajectory and 3 seconds for all the other trajectories.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results are divided into two parts. The first part gives the reader an idea about the advantages and drawbacks of the controller. The second section focuses on the stability of the above mentioned trajectories for the soft manipulator.
A. Controller Accuracy
Since we use an open loop controller, the accuracy of the forward model is vital for accurate motion tracking. Table II evaluates the accuracy of the forward model (as prediction error) and the accuracy of the task execution (as tracking error). The tracking error is heavily reliant on the dynamic constraints of the manipulator for the particular task and can therefore be reduced by careful selection of the target path. The prediction error is also partially dependent on the given task as apparent from the table. Tasks which have higher velocities and higher acceleration values tend to be more inaccurate. This could be due to learning biases incurred due to the low probability of visiting such state spaces during the random exploration process. Another source of error could be attributed to the errors in the tracking and discretization process. At high velocities this could contribute a lot to observed errors. For instance at equilibrium, the manipulator moves at an average speed of 1.3 m/s. At a sampling frequency of 50 Hz, small delays and interpolation errors can therefore create large prediction errors. The tracking error at the end of the control horizon for static points is also mentioned for comparison to our previous works on the same manipulator using a kinematic controller [12] and a dynamic controller [8] . Fig. 5(a) shows the trajectory of the end effector during the Fig. 8 task along with the desired and predicted paths. The commanded pressure inputs to the regulators are given in Fig. 5(c) . The step-like solution obtained is because of the dimensionality reduction step mentioned previously in Section III.B. The last 4 seconds of this input signal is repeated to obtain the periodic behavior.
B. Stability Analysis
To examine the long term behavior of the soft manipulator to the derived periodic inputs we perform numerical and graphical analysis of the end effector position over time. For the planar trajectory, the observed motion is very similar to experimental observations on a spherical pendulum [13] (See Fig. 6 ). Non periodic and non-repeatable motion is observed even when devoid of external disturbances.
The circular task on the other hand converges to a periodic orbit given enough time (See Fig. 7(a) ). Observing the return map in the Y coordinate at a line passing through X = 0 and moving in the positive X direction (Fig. 7(b) ), we can see that the period of the orbit is same as the period of the repeating signal indicating that the cycle is more complex. The repeatability of the motion is also high as observed from the return map. Similar return maps are observed for subsequent trajectories also.
To study the stability of this periodic orbit random external disturbances are applied on the manipulator and the manipulator is allowed to stabilize again. For all the disturbances applied, the manipulator always showed a bi-stable periodic behavior as shown in Fig. 8(a) . This was further validated using the learned forward model by observing the long term behavior of the trajectories for different initial conditions (See Fig. 8(b) ). The region of attraction is obtained for points throughout the dynamic workspace and the time for convergence is set at the instance the trajectory stays within 1 mm of the final stable trajectory. The velocity plots of the two limit cycles are shown in Fig. 8(b) . This behavior is interesting for application where a transition of task is required based on the initial conditions.
For the other two trajectories a high stable periodic orbit is obtained for all the possible conditions that we manually performed (See Fig. 9 ). Simulation results provide the same results, although the convergence time is higher in simulations. Experimentally, the time taken to return to the stable orbit is also faster compared to the circular task. Therefore it is likely that the apparent high stability of these trajectories could be because they are nonplanar and in a low energy state. Also worth noting is that the actual trajectories are not axially symmetric like in the case of the spherical pendulum. This could be because of asymmetries in manipulator itself or the control policy. Nevertheless, this implies that more complex trajectories can be generated by either modifying the control objective or by design modifications. The repeatability of the periodic orbit is also high and we obtained return maps with the same period as the control policy just like the circular task.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter we examine the possibility of stable dynamic control of a soft robotic manipulator without any sensory feedback. Our findings advocate the potential application of soft robotic manipulators for repetitive tasks, where sensory feedback is expensive. They could be ideal in unstructured environments where sensing is difficult and safe interactions are essential. Although the learning process requires a feedback system, this is done offline. It was observed that numerous open loop stable trajectories can be obtained without enforcing any convergence criterion during the trajectory optimization process. We conjecture that this is due to the richness of the manipulator dynamics.
The accuracy of the controller can be evaluated in terms of the prediction error. Even with a very short sampling period (240 seconds) and a single layer recurrent neural network, we were able to achieve long term prediction accuracies in the range of 1-3 centimeters, depending on the task. Higher accuracy can be further achieved by iterative learning techniques specific to the task. Once a desired cycle is obtained the motion is highly repeatable. This means that with fine tuning of the open loop policies, very accurate motions can be obtained. Depending on the trajectory, highly stable motions are observed with very large basin of attraction.
Even though the accuracy obtained is good for a soft robotic manipulator and comparable to other works on open loop stable manipulation [8] , there are still some details to be addressed. Our analysis is based on the assumption that the forward model is known and does not change during the task, but in a typical pick and place task, this is not true. This could be solved by learning a model with the object or finding trajectories with invariant end points with added mass. Online learning methods like reinforcement learning could also be employed to do the same. Another important question to be addressed is the role of the manipulator morphology in determining the shape and stability of the trajectories. For this accurate analytical models are essential. Future works would involve development of closed loop controllers which would be essential for accurate global tracking. This could be done through a Model Predictive Control framework provided the optimization time could be reduced or by direct policy learning approaches.
